
 

CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT SHEET 
This sheet helps you to develop your characters out.  There are a lot of questions and you may not know all of 

the answers for every character you write about.  The more questions you answer though the better you will 

know your characters.  A novelist should know their characters as if they are a part of you.  Each little detail 

makes a character more believable but do not force it.  If it feels unnatural to you it will feel unnatural to your 

readers. 

It is suggested that you create a folder for your novel/story and in this folder create another folder for your 

character sheets.  Save each character sheet with a memorable filename.  I recommend 

FirstName_LastName.docx.  

BASIC BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 
Name: Jasper Riley 

Nicknames: Jasp 

Age: 25 

Gender: Male 

Nationality: American 

Title: Lieutenant 

Unit: Special Threat Response Team (STaRT) 

Job: US Marine Corps 

Talents: Click here to enter text. 

Likes: Books, guns, beer, science fiction movies/TV Shows 

Dislikes:  Problems 

Mothers Name: Lilly Riley 

Fathers Name: James Riley 



Significant Other:  None at the start then with Becks 

Orientation: Straight 

PHYSICAL TRAITS 
Height: 5’10 

Weight: 158 lbs 

Race: Caucasian 

Skin Tone: Light 

Eye Color: Blue 

Hair Color: Jet Black 

Tattoos: Tribal band, left arm 

Scars: None  

Style: Casual, khaki cargo pants, loose button down shirt 

PERSONALITY TRAITS 
Mannerisms: Casual and carefree off duty.  Strict and by the book on duty. 

Hobbies: Cars 

Habits: Biting on pens 

Favorite Music: Country/Rock 

Mental Illnesses: None 

Emotional Background: Click here to enter text. 

Goal: To do his duty, shape his unit up. 

SPIRITUAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Religion: Click here to enter text. 

Practicing: Click here to enter text. 

Significance: None 

ADDITIONAL CHARACTER NOTES 
Role In Story: Main character 



Alignment (Good, Evil, Neutral): Good 

Additional Notes: 

Click here to enter text. 



ONE PAGE SYNOPSIS OF THE STORY FROM THE CHARACTERS POV 
After one of the hardest missions I had ever been on I was summoned to the base commander’s office.  There 

wasn’t even time to mourn my lost team member, Zachariah.  Instead when I arrived there I was told that I 

was being sent to a unit that was so classified that he was the only one on the base that could brief me. 

I opened the letter handed to me by the base commander once I was out of the office and was surprised to find 

that it didn’t contain much information. From there I met with an official who claimed to be from an 

international agency known as the Earth Defense Union.  All he would provide me with were orders to 

proceed to Camp Starbound, a base that I had never heard of.  When I arrived at Camp Starbound I was 

astonished by what I was told I would be doing.  I would be training in all things space.  I wasn’t an 

astronaut.  But when I brought up that point I was told it was mute.  I was not being sent there to pilot space 

ships, I was being sent to fight, or at least guard.  It was like something out of a science fiction movie. 

When the first combat shuttle landed on the ground and the instructors disembarked in powered armor suits it 

was hard to argue.  On my first trip to Space Station Alpha it was impossible to argue.  I threw myself into the 

new life that I found training with the other marines that were learning how to fight in space.  When I was a 

kid I watched every science fiction movie and television show out there.  Now I was going to be able to live 

them. 

Training wasn’t easy but it was fun.  Oh, how I loved it.  But as my training was being completed Earth 

discovered a new alien race, the Shavara.  A race that lived a lifestyle of war and combat.  At the time we 

began introductions with them.  Upon my graduation I was promoted to First Lieutenant and given command 

of Enhanced Special Battle Team 21.  A team that was once known for its prowess and skill.  When I took over 

though all I found were a bunch of unruly people that didn’t even seem to be members of the military from 

their actions. 

Our first assignment was to the EDU Allegiance as a team to respond to special threats.  First stop, Shavara 

space.  Right as we arrived though we were greeted by pissed of Shavara who only wanted to fight.  When we 

engaged with them I felt hopeless.  I couldn’t leave the ship. Then the Shavara boarded us and it became an 

intense battle.  Without our enhanced battle suits the Shavara were stronger but the suits couldn’t make it 

through the hallways of the ship. 

We won, but barely.  On his dying breath one of the Shavara threatened that we may have one the day but 

they would be coming for Earth.  We fast-tracked it back to Earth with a Shavara ship following us half the 

way.  We managed to bring the warning without bringing the Shavara but it was only a matter of time before 

they would be able to find our space.  Many races had met the humans after all. 

A battle for Earth ensued and all that the Allegiance could do with her battle damage was to evacuate 

important people and take them to an allied world.  My teams job was to get to the President of the United 

States and secure him, get him to a shuttle, and return him the ship.  With Shavara ground forces landing and 

transporting everywhere that wasn’t going to be easy.  We did it though and managed to get back to the 

ship.  The Shavara did not care about one ship limping away from the battle, destroying it would have been 

dishonorable.  We escaped to fight another day.  Most importantly us and our counterparts were able to 

evacuate some of the key players on Earth.  Enough that we could come back, retake the planet.  Part of 

the Athius Protocol. 



 


